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In our resent research (Osadchiy at al., 2016) we considered the mathematical model for the identifying of bird species
according to the results of inaccurate field measurements. We used the total length of the bird, the wingspan, the wingbeat
frequency, and the flight as the input factors of the model. Testing the model on a hypothetical case of identifying some target
species, like Rook, Common raven, Mallard, White Stork, and Lapwing revealed that this model can be used for bird species
identification with definite limitations. However, in previous model we applied the recognition algorithm that was based on the
classical sections of mathematical statistics. The limitations of those model are obvious - it does not take into account many
characteristics and behavioral features of birds that cannot be represented in numerical form, like diurnal activity pattern and
flocking behavior. In this case the possibility of using the traditional sections of mathematical statistics is quite limited. The
present study is devoted to the development of a mathematical method for the identifying of the bird species that based on
cluster analysis with fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets which extends the possibilities of the algorithm that was previously proposed in
our research.
Kew words: bird species, identification, cluster analysis, fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic.

Bird identification is key point of field ornithological research. By now, the ornithologist is guided by his experience or field
guide with information on the body mass, geometric dimensions and plumage color of the birds (Ryabitsev, 2001; Opredelitel’,
2017). Thus, researchers from the California University of Technology and Cornell University developed an online service for
identifying bird species of the United States and Canada by photographs (Identifikatsiya ptits, 2016).
Nowadays, the use of technical methods and computer data processing are extremely important for the analysis and processing
of field bird observations (Bosak, 1990; Potapov, 1990b; Il’ichev et al., 1975; Ganya et al., 1991). The sound spectroscopy makes
it possible to recognize the bird species and to study vocalization patters, including even the research of local dialects.
Ornithologists at the Cornell Laboratory started to use sonograms to record songs of night birds and observe the exchange of
information between them using alarms calls (Zhambyu, 1988).
In addition to scientific interest, ornithological research is of great practical importance. One of the problems relates to the risk
of airstrike with the birds. At present, around 2.5-3 thousand of aircraft collisions with the birds are recorded annually in the
world. Nowadays, every large airport has its own ornithological service that studies the migration routes of birds and conducts
measures to control their abundance.
Technical means, automation of the observation process and application of mathematical methods for processing field data
allow to perform ornithological research at more higher level. In last decade, the applied ornithological database was created
by Osadchiy et al. (2015) for accumulation of the results of observations over various bird species in the southeastern region of
Ukraine. Its content and data reliability depends on large number of factors - weather conditions, the technical limitations of
filed surveys, terrain type and so on. Bird species determination is closely connected to the accuracy of using visual or technical
means. The use of technical means allows expanding the scope of observation and more precisely organizing the bird counts.
Modern technical facilities significantly expand the possibilities of obtaining more correct data, but they still have some
limitations. In Osadchiy et al. (2016) the mathematical model for recognition of bird species was presented concerning the
results of errors in field measurements. Some four parameters were considered as input factors of the model: the total length
of the bird, the wingspan, the wingbeat frequency, and the flight speed. Testing the model on a hypothetical case of recognition
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of rooks, crows, ducks, storks, and lapwings suggested that this model could be used at some extent. The model recognition
algorithm was based on classic mathematical statistics while the limitations of this model are obvious - it does not consider
many characteristics and behavioral features of birds that cannot be represented in numerical form. For example, one species
has high activity in the morning time and others - in the afternoon, some species prefer flight in flocks whereas the others are
not. In such situations, the possibility of using traditional sections of mathematical statistics is excluded. The present study is
devoted to the development of a mathematical method for identifying the bird species by cluster analysis (Zhambyu, 1988)
using fuzzy logic (Konysheva, Nazarov, 2011) and fuzzy sets (Eremeev, Baryshevskiy, 2011), which extends the possibilities of
the algorithm proposed in (Osadchiy et al., 2016).

Methods
The main filed characteristics of bird species are: geometric dimensions (length of the bird, wingspan, etc.); wingbeat frequency;
flight speed; body weight. The accuracy of the measured parameters depends on the distance to the observer, the technical
parameters of observation instruments, the terrain pattern and weather conditions, among which we selected: air transparency
(rain, snow, nebula); wind speed and direction; atmospheric pressure; air humidity and temperature.
The mathematical model for recognizing the bird species observed in real time is represented in the form
W = W (U1, U2, ... Un, V),
(1)
where W = 1,2 ... i ... m is the set of species, U 1, U2, ... Uk ... Un - bird parameters measured during the observation, V - noise
interference due to measurement errors.
Each bird species, W = i is characterized by a set of properties U 0i1, U0i2, ... U0ik, ... U0in, which we unite into the set U0i = U0i {U0ik},
where i = 1,2 ... m.
The sets U0i for all the bird species, W, form the reference set U0 = U0 {U0i}. The measurement results U1, U2, ... Un of the unknown
species form set U = U {Uk} k = 1, ..., n. The set of measurements, U in general does not coincide with any of the sets U0i.
Therefore, the question whether the observation results belong to one of the reference species should be considered from
probability point of view.
Let’s suppose that in the process of field observations, data on the parameters U 1, U2, ... Un of an unknown bird species were
obtained and we need to select a species W from set of reference objects for which the reference values U0i1, U0i2, ... U0in are in
highest coincidence with measurements. Possible solution of a similar problem for the parameters U 1, U2, ... Un, characterized
by continuous random variables, was obtained in (Osadchiy et al., 2016). In our case this restriction is removed.
Some parameters can be set at a qualitative level like the bird species i is a nocturnal species while species i+1 – diurnal species;
one bird has black color, another - white, etc. Similar problems can be solved with the help of cluster analysis (Konysheva,
Nazarov, 2011) using methods of fuzzy logic (Zhambyu, 1988).
Conceptual tool for cluster analysis.
Cluster analysis is widely used in the classification of information, depending on many factors (Hartigan, Wong, 1979). The initial
data for solving the problem are the measurements U1, U2, ... Un and the set of reference values of these parameters U0i1, U0i2,
... U0ik, ... U0in, i = 1, 2, n.
This mathematical model is presented on Fig. 1 as "black box" with reference parameters, where the input factors are the
results of measurements, and the output factor is the identified species of observed bird.

Fig. 1. Mathematical model of bird species identification.
The algorithm for solving the problem should ensure the allocation of a set i of the set of known bird species, which is most
likely to correspond to the measured values for its reference indicators U0i1, U0i2, ... U0ik, ... U0in. The set of reference parameters
U0i1, U0i2, ... U0ik, ... U0in, for each of the form W = i will be associated with the reference cluster under the number i. We assign a
set of parameters U = U {Uk} k = 1, ..., n to a cluster named "Measurements", characterizing the results of observations. The
simplest formula for determining the distance between the i-th and k-th clusters is (Obzor, 2017):
k n

rij   f k | U k0i  U k0 j |, i, j  1,2...m ,

(2)

k 1

Where fk is the coefficient by which the significance of the individual parameters can be adjusted. The choice of the formula for
the calculation of the measure depends on problem statement; to obtain the best result it is necessary to experiment with
various formulas. The geometric distance in a multidimensional Euclidean space
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k n

rij  { f k (U k0i  U k0 j ) 2 }1/ 2 , i, j  1,2...m ,

(3)

k 1

or its square is often used:
k n

rij   f k (U k0i  U k0 j ) 2 , i, j  1,2...m ,

(4)

k 1

The numerical order of parameters U0ik of the same species can be significantly different. For example, the wingbeat frequency
can be measured by 1-2 Hz, and the length of the bird is like 100-130 cm, which leads to a disproportionate contribution of the
corresponding parameters to calculated value/distance (3) or (4). With the aim of leveling such a shortcoming, a relative
difference was used in (Osadchiy et al., 2016):

(U k0i  U k0 j ) / U k0 j ,

(5)

The transformation (5) gives good results at a relatively high measurement correctness. We denote the variance of the
measurement error
difference

U k0i by

(σik)2. As the accuracy decreases, when the root-mean-square deviation σik approaches the

U k0i  U k0 j , it is advisable to use the value

Z k0ij  (U k0i  U k0 j ) /  kij

,

(6)

instead of the value (5), where σijk is the root-mean-square deviation equal to the square root of the variance,

( kij ) 2

and

determines the errors of the k-th parameter measurement for bird species with indices i and j in accordance with the formula:

( kij ) 2  ( ki ) 2  ( kj ) 2 ,

(7)

Results
In the present paper, we suggested to calculate the distance between clusters due to:
k n

rij  {[ f k (Z k0ij ) 2 ]}1/ 2 , i, j  1,2...m ,

(8)

k 1

instead of formula (3), where the relative difference between two values for the same parameter is determined by the formula
(6). As was mentioned earlier, some parameters have discrete characteristics. This excludes the possibility of their estimation
with the help of a continuous set of real numbers and, therefore, excludes the possibility of calculating distances by formulas
(2, 3, 4, 8). In this case, we use fuzzy definitions. Let us consider three examples.
The first example.
Let one of the parameters of the observed species determine the degree of blackness of bird plumage. The values of the
parameter "Black color" will be given by numbers from 0 to 2.86 (the second column on the left in Table 1), namely: the value
"Absolutely black" is 2.86, the value "Rather black than other color" is 1.66, etc. The value of U from 0 to 2.86 in Table 1 should
be considered as reference points for an approximate estimation of plumage color. The corresponding probabilities are given
in the third column of Table 1: the value "Absolutely black" corresponds to 1, the value "Rather black than other color" - 0.90,
etc. The numerical characteristics for the parameter U in Table 1, 2, and 3 were chosen so that the random variable (6) obeys a
normal distribution with zero mathematical expectation and unit variance.
Table 1. Quantitative characteristics of plumage blackness in observed bird species.
Parameter for bird plumage color
“Absolutely black”
“Rather black”
“Undefined”
“Rather non-black”
“Non-black”

Value, U
2.88
1.66
0.97
0.46
0.0

Probability, P(U)
≈1.0
0.90
0.67
0.35
0.0

The second example.
Let one of the parameters characterized the daily activity of bird species towards three periods like: "Morning” (until 10.00),
"Daytime” (from 10.00 to 15.00), "Evening” (from 15.00).
Table 2. Daytime bird activity
Daily activity parameter
Before 10.00 AM
From 10.00 till 3.00 PM
From 3.00 PM
Example three.

Value, U
2.88
0.97
0.0

Probability, P(U)
≈1.0
0.67
0.0
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It is known that some bird species demonstrate flocking behavior. The individual, being in the flock, spends less time tracking
the danger and more time for feeding. On the other hand, in this case part of the energy is spent on social conflicts (fights,
demonstrative behavior) (Matematicheskie modeli, 2017). This could be presented by fuzzy logic and illustrated by Table 3.
Table 3. Estimation of flocking behavior tendency
Spatial parameter

Value, U

Probability,

Flock pattern
Individual pattern

2.88
0.0

≈1.0
0.0

P(U)

If the relative difference (6) is used in the formula (4) instead of the difference

U k0i  U k0 j , then the square of the distance

between the measures is determined by the formula:
k n

Rij  [ f k ( Z k0ij ) 2 ], i, j  1,2...m ,

(9)

k 1

In literature, a more general power-law measure of this distance is also used:
k n

Sij  { [ f k (Z k0ij ) p ]}1/ r , i, j  1,2...m ,

(10)

k 1

For p = r = 2 expression (10) coincides with (9) and for p = 2 and r = 1 with the formula (8). It is not possible to give preference
to any one expression from (8, 9, 10). It all depends on the properties of the clusters. The optimal choice of a metric is made on
a specific material and requires additional research.
Distances between reference clusters
Reference data for some bird species are given in Table 4 and contain parameters determined by a continuous set of real
numbers (the length of the bird, the wingspan, the wingbeat frequency, the flight speed), and the qualitative parameters (the
plumage blackness, species activity at different daily times, flocking behavior tendency) in accordance with the data of Table 1
and 3. The first four parameters for rook, raven, duck mallard, stork and lapwing are taken from (Osadchiy et al., 2016), whereas
the last three were suggested by experts. Let’s consider the mallard duck as an example of plumage color estimation. According
to experts, the degree of blackness regards "black-not black" scale rather could be accepted as "difficult to determine".
Therefore, this value, U, considered to be 0.97 according to Table 1. The errors of the set value can be determined by the nearest
upper and lower values of the blackness parameter from Table 1. The nearest upper value is 1.66. Adding half the difference
between 1.66 and 0.97 to 0.97, we get the maximum estimated value equal to 1.31. The closest lower value for this parameter
is 0.46. By subtracting from 0.97 half the difference between 0.97 and 0.46, we get the minimum estimated value equal to 0.72.
All cells of Table 4 were filled in similar pattern. The parameters of individuals can vary considerably depending on the habitat
and time of observation, therefore the authors do not pretend to exact values set in Table 4.
Table 4. The reference values Ui for some bird species.
Bird species parameter
Species

Rook,W1
Raven,W2
Mallard,W3
Stork,W4
Lapwing,W5

Bird
length,
U1, cm
60-70
60-70
57-62
100-115
27-33

Wingspan,
U2, cm
130-140
120-130
85-95
155-165
78-88

Wingbeat
frequency,
U3, Hz
3-4
3-4
5-7
1,5-2,5
40-45

Flight speed,
U4, km/h

Plumage
darkness,

50-60
40-50
72-97
35-45
95-105

2.27-2.88
1.32-2.26
0.72-1.31
0.0-0.23
0.24-0.71

Daily activity, U6 Spatial pattern,

U7.

U5

0.48-1.90
0.48-1.90
1.91-2.86
0.0-0.47
0.0-0.47

1.43-2.86
0.0-1.42
1.43-2.86
0.0-1.42
0.0-1.42

At the first stage, we calculated the distances between the reference clusters r ij in formula (8) with the coefficients fk = 1. It was
i
j
assumed that root-mean-square deviations
k and
k in formula (7) are equal to half the difference between the maximum
and minimum values in the reference parameters of Table 4. The results of the calculations are presented in Table 5.





Table 5. Distances between the reference clusters r ij calculated by formula (8).

W1,Rook
W2,Raven
W3,Mallard
W4,Stork
W5,Lapwing

W1,Rook
0
1.005
3.09
3.83
7.95

W2,Raven
1.005
0
2.44
2.98
7.75

W3,Mallard
3.09
2.44
0
5.01
6.12

W4,Stork
3.83
2.98
25.15
0
9.13

W5,Lapwing
7.95
7.75
6.12
9.13
0
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The distance between clusters i and j is equal to the distance between clusters j and i, so Table 5 is symmetrical with respect to
the diagonal elements.
The calculation of the diagonal elements themselves requires additional explanation. Formally, according to expression (6), the
value

Z k0ij

for i = j is 0. Therefore, the diagonal elements r ii calculated by formula (8) are also equal to 0, which is reflected in

Table 5.
Such an approach for computing rii is justified when the reference values of the parameters
accuracy. In fact, each of these parameters is defined in a certain probability interval

U k0i are specified with absolute

[U k0i min , U k0i max ] .

Suppose there are several reference databases. We denote the values of the same parameter for species i in different databases

U k0i1 and U k0i 2 .

as

Since

U k0i1 and U k0i 2 are

within the interval

[U k0i min , U k0i max ] their

U k0i max  U k0i min , i.e. by a quantity of the order (U k0i max  U k0i min ) / 2
deviation

σik,

  (U

0i max
k

i
k

values differ by not more than

on average. Earlier it was indicated that the standard

which characterizes the errors of parameter k for species i, was assumed to be equal to

 U k0i min ) / 2 .

Therefore, the value

Z k0ij  (U k0i1  U k0 j 2 ) /  kij

calculated regarding formula (7) is 1/√2. In this case, the diagonal elements

U k0i1 and U k0i 2 equal to the distance between and calculated by formula (8), will be equal to √3.5 ≈ 1.87. Replacing zero values
by 1.87 in the diagonal elements of Table 5 we rewrite it (Table 6).
Table 6. Distances between the reference clusters rij, calculated by formula (8) regards the errors of the diagonal elements.

W1,Rook
W2,Raven
W3,Mallard
W4,Stork
W5,Lapwing

W1,Rook

W2,Raven

W3,Mallard

W4,Stork

W5,Lapwng

0
1.005
3.09
3.83
7.95

1.005
1.87
2.44
2.98
7.75

3.09
2.44
1.87
5.01
6.12

3.83
2.98
5.01
1.87
9.13

7.95
7.75
6.12
9.13
1.87

All distances in Table 6 are calculated by the same formulas for the normalized values of the parameters (6). Since the diagonal
elements of this table, which are equal to 1.87, characterize the errors of setting reference parameters, then all the values of
distances rij between clusters, less than 1.87, can be attributed to insignificant, and the corresponding individuals are considered
indistinguishable. Since r12 = 1.005 <1.87, then the identification of hooded crow from rook is impossible in considered
measurement correctness.
The distances r14 = 3.83, r15 = 7.95, r25 = 7.75, r34 = 5.01, r35 = 6.12, and r45 = 9.13 are by several times larger than the diagonal
element 1.87, so the pairs "rook" - "stork", "rook" - "lapwing" "raven" - "lapwing", "duck" - "stork", "duck" - "lapwing", "stork" "lapwing" can be attributed to well-distinguishable. Distances r23 = 2.44, r24 = 2.98, r13 = 3.09 are slightly larger than the diagonal
element. Therefore, with some confidence, we can assume that the pairs "raven" - "duck", "raven" - "stork", and "rook" - "duck"
are rather distinct than indistinguishable. To obtain more correct conclusions, the distances between the reference clusters Rij
were calculated by the formula (9). The results of the calculations are given in Table 7.
Table 7. Distances between the reference clusters Rij, calculated by the formula (9).

W1,Rook
W2,Raven
W3,Mallard
W4,Stork
W5,Lapwing

W1,Rook

W2,Raven

W3,Mallard

W4,Stork

W5,Lapwing

0
1.01
9.56
14.66
63.15

1.01
0
5.93
8.88
60.13

9.56
5.93
0
25.15
37.51

14.66
8.88
25.15
0
83.27

63.15
60.13
37.51
83.27
0

The deviation of the reference parameter U0jk from the reference parameter U0ik is a random variable that obeys normal
distribution with a variance approximately equal to

( kij ) 2 . The normalized parameter (6) is also a random variable that obeys

normal distribution with a mathematical expectation equal to zero and a variance equal to unity. Therefore, the sum of deviation
squares (9) for two random species with indices i and j obeys the Pearson distribution χ 2 (chi-square) with k degrees of freedom
(Kremer, 2004). The density of this distribution could be:
i k

 2   Z i2 ,

(11)

i 1

Where Zi is a random variable that obeys the normal distribution law with zero mathematical expectation and unit variance.
The density of the distribution χ2 is:
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1

x

x2 e 2
 ( x)  k
,x 0
k
22 Г( )
2
0, x  0


Where

Г ( у )   e t t y 1dt

is the Euler gamma function, which is (y-1) for positive integers!

0

Since the sum of the distances between the clusters Rij obeys the distribution (11) in Table 7, then by using the Pearson criterion,
we can test the H0 hypothesis that the distances between two reference species are equal to zero. The critical values of χ2cr for
k degrees of freedom are given in Table 8.
Table 8. Critical values of χ2cr for significance level q = 0.3 (Obzor, 2017).
k

3
3.66

χ2кр

4
4.88

5
6.06

6
7.23

7
8.38

The number of parameters k, in our case is equal to 7. According to Table 7 the critical value of χ2cr is equal to 8.38. The
distances between clusters for all pairs of birds, except for the pairs "rook" - "duck" and "raven" - "duck" are much larger than
the critical value of 8.38, so it can be argued that despite the errors of specifying the parameters of birds, most species can be
assumed as distinguishable (Table 7).
We noted that the measure (9) is more sensitive in comparison to (8) when species are identified. So, the measure (9) in Table
7, in contrast to measure (8) in Table 6 allows us to distinguish clusters in pairs "rook" - "duck" and "crow" - "duck".
Testing "Measurements" cluster vs one from reference clusters
The results of measurements U1, U2, ... Un will be merged into a cluster called "Measurements". Let’s provide it the number m+1.
The distance between the "Measurement" cluster and any reference cluster with the number i in Euclidean space is determined
by formulas (8) or (9):
k n

ri ,m1  { [ f k (Z k0i ,m1 ) 2 ]}1 / 2 , i  1,2...m ,

(12)

k 1

Or
k n

Ri ,m1  [ f k (Z k0i ,m1 ) 2 ], i  1,2...m ,

(13)

k 1

Where

Z k0i ,m1  (U k0i  U km1 ) /  ki ,m1 .

(14)

The power function for calculating the distance can be written similarly to (10) in the form:
k n

Sij  {[ f k (Z k0i ,m1 ) p ]}1/ r , i, j  1,2...m ,

(15)

k 1

We can consider an algorithm for identifying an unknown species using the reference parameters presented in Table 4. Suppose
we could obtain the data that based on observations of an unknown species and present them in Table 9.
Table 9. Parameter values for identification of an unknown bird species (cluster with number m=6 "Measurements").
Unknown bird species parameter
Species

Unknow
n

Bird
length,
cm
50-60

Wing span, cm

80-90

Wingbeat
frequency,
Hz
4-6

Flight speed,
km/’h

Plumage
darkness

Daily
activity

Distribution
pattern

70-90

0.24-0.71

1.91-2.86

0.0-1.42

The distance ri6 between the "Measurement" cluster and the reference clusters was computed using formula (12). It was
assumed that the root-mean-square deviation

 k6

in formula (14) is half the difference between the maximum and minimum

values for the cluster parameter "Measurements" (Table 9), and the standard deviation

 ki in the formula is half the difference

between the maximum and minimum values for the reference parameters in Table 4. The results of the calculations are
presented in ranking series:
rmallard= 0.86< rraven6=2.64<rrook6=3.42<rstork6=4.89<rlapwing6=5.82, (16)
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it is clear from (16) that the duck has the greatest probability of identifying the observed object, followed by the raven, rook,
stork, and lapwing (in descending order
In some cases, when one of the criteria is an order of magnitude more than alternative variants, such mathematical processing
of data can fully satisfy the researcher. The very probability of identification remains unknown, although some preliminary
conclusions can be obtained from the following considerations.
The root-mean-square deviations  k and

 ki

6

characterize the variances of the k-th parameter for the "Measurements" cluster

and the reference parameter of the i-th species. The calculated distances ri6, formula (12) are equal to the square root of the
sum of squares of the factor

Z k0i ,m1 ,

due to formula (14). The numerator

reference value of the reference cluster parameter
equal to the root-mean-square deviation
0i

is not less than the difference | U k

U

0i
k

Z k0i ,m1 is

equal to the difference between the

and the cluster parameter "Dimensions"

U km1 . The denominator is

 ki ,m1 , which characterizes the measurement error. For Z k0i ,m1 ≤1, the value  ki ,m1

- U km1 |, which indicates the coincidence of these parameters with a probability of at least

0.5-0.6.
Since the number of parameters in our case is 7, the coincidence of the clusters "Measurements" and "Ducks" has the
probability of approximately equal to (0.5-0.6) / 7≈0.1. Similar reasoning allows concluding that there is a low probability of
coincidence of the unknown bird with the stork and lapwing. The question of identifying an unknown species with a crow and
rook requires additional analysis, which we could perform by formula (13). The results of the calculations are presented below
in ranking series:
Rmallard = 0.74 < Rraven6 = 6.99 < Rrook6 = 11.73 < Rstork = 23.89 < Rlapwing6 = 33.89, (17).
The distances Ri6 in (17) obey the χ2 distribution. According to Table 8 the critical value of Pearson's criterion for seven degrees
of freedom at a significance level of q = 0.3 is equal to 8.38. Therefore, the last three species - rook, stork, and lapwing (17)
should be excluded from consideration towards identifying with an unknown bird. The question of the coincidence or difference
in clusters "Dimensions" and "crows" remains open. The answer can be obtained by using more precise measuring devices.
Impact of measurement errors on the validity of unknown bird identification.
The relevance of unknown bird identification depends on two standard deviations. One of them determines the error in
measuring the k-th parameter of an unknown bird

 km1 , the other  k0i is the error of setting the k-th parameter for the

reference cluster of the i-th species. In this paper, the calculation of distances between clusters was carried out using formulas
(12) and (13) in a multidimensional Euclidean space. The values calculated from formula (13) allow us to determine the reliability
of the conclusions using the statistical distribution χ2. Therefore, when studying the correctness of the identification of an
unknown species, we use this formula.
In Table 10 we presented the results of calculations of χ2 for various dispersions

( ki ,m1 ) 2

for fixed values of the average

reference parameters, given in Table 4, and average parameters of unknown species for the cluster "Measurements", Table 9.
The second column in Table 10 corresponds to the values
third, and fourth columns are obtained for values
Table 10. Influence of dispersion

( ki ,m1 ) 2 used in the construction of the ranking series (17). The first,

( ki ,m1 ) 2 multiplied by 0.5, 2.0, and 4.0, respectively.

( ki ,m1 ) 2 errors

on the distance between the reference clusters and the cluster

"Measurements", calculated by the formula (13).
Species

0.5 ( k

Rook
Raven
Mallard
Stork
Lapwing

23,46
13,98
1,48
47,78
67,78

i6 2

)

1.0 ( k

i6 2

11,73
6,99
0,74
23,89
33,89

)

2.0 ( k

i6 2

5,86
3.48
0.37
11,94
16,95

)

4.0 ( k

i6 2

)

2,93
1,74
0,18
5,98
8,7

The critical value of the Pearson criterion for the seven degrees of freedom with a significance level of q = 0.3 is 8.38. The
decrease in the accuracy of measurements is even two times higher than the standard value corresponding to the second
column in Table 10, so we can state that the clusters “Measurements” - “rook”, Measurements" - "stork", and "Measurements""lapwing” do not coincide. The coincidence between clusters "Measurements" and "Crows" can be considered using more
precise methods of observation. Reducing the dispersion

( ki 6 ) 2 by two times will increase the distance between these clusters

to 13.98 and draw an appropriate conclusion.

Conclusions
In this paper, we suggested the algorithm for identifying the bird species using cluster analysis. This method is based on the
concept of "Cluster" (Konysheva, Nazarov, 2011), which in this case consists of a set of parameters that characterize a certain
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bird species. As an example, the clusters related to the rook, raven, mallard duck, white stork, and lapwing were considered.
The number of characteristics in a cluster is not limited. Numerical results of the cluster analysis are obtained for a set of seven
parameters: the length of the bird, wingspan, wingbeat frequency, the flight speed, the plumage blackness, the activity of
behavior at day time, and the tendency to fly in the flock. The distance in the multidimensional Euclidean space was chosen
when performing calculations - formulas (8, 9, 12 and 13).
The distances between the reference species, calculated from formula (8), are given in Table 6. The calculated values allow us
to determine the cluster differences in the pairs "rook" - "raven", "rook" - "duck", "rook" - "white stork", "rook" - "lapwing",
"raven" - "mallard duck", "raven" - "white stork", "raven" - "lapwing", "mallard duck" - "white stork", "mallard duck" - "lapwing",
"white stork" - "lapwing". The smallest distance of 1.005, obtained using the formula (8), refers to the pair "rook" - "raven" that
indicates a slight difference in these species from the results of the observations presented in Table 4 and due to the systematic
closeness of the species. The highest distance 9.13 was calculated for the pair "white stork" - "lapwing".
Application of formula (9) is more informative (see Table 7). In this case, the smallest distance 1.01 was also obtained for the
pair "rook" - "raven", and the highest distance 83.27 was calculated for the pair "white stork" - "lapwing"
Current method approbation was carried out by cluster analysis towards the observation parameters of an unknown species
with fuzzy data on the wingspan, wingbeat frequency, flight speed, plumage blackness, activity at diurnal time, and ability to fly
in the flock. The Pearson criterion value obtained for the discussed study case testified that the unknown observed species
could be a mallard duck with high degree of significance.
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